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Abstract—Transient stability is very imperative in multi-machine
interconnected power systems in order to scrutinize and analyze
the system’s performance and response. Rotor angle stability and
voltage stability are studied in this paper. By applying threephase symmetrical faults, the transient stability of the IEEE 9 bus
system is studied. A characteristic double hump is analyzed in the
response of the generator, which is nearer to the fault location.
By analyzing the characteristic double hump, the fault location in
a large interconnected power system can be determined. It is
shown that, as the fault is cleared, the system takes some finite
time to return to its prior state. IEEE 9 bus system is chosen as a
test system, which standard parameters. MATLAB Simpower
System toolbox is used for load flow and transient stability
analysis.
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I.

stability;

INTRODUCTION

There are three stages in a power system, generation,
transmission, and distribution [1]. In generation, electric power
is generated mostly from synchronous machines, which are
very sensitive to disturbances [2]. Nowadays, power industries
move towards deregulation and competition and electric power
systems are becoming increasingly interconnected and
sophisticated [3-4]. Loads are tapped off from different
locations. A fault at any location in the system can distress the
system’s performance [5] and under this scenario, transient
stability is very significant in designing the electric power
system [6]. A power system is designed to maintain continuous
power supply to consumers and voltage stability when
unwanted events, like short circuits, lightening strokes, etc.,
occur [7]. Due to these faults, one or many generators can be
out of synchronism causing a disproportion between generation
and demand [8]. System’s stability is the capability of the
system to return to its original state when subjected to
disturbance(s) [9]. There are three types of stability: Steady
State Stability, Transient Stability and Dynamic Stability [10].
Steady State stability is actually restricted to small change, i.e.
bus voltage should be close to their nominal value. Transient
Stability refers to large disturbance(s) after which a system

returns to its original state, otherwise that system may get
unstable [11]. If the changes are continuous and after each the
system maintains synchronism, this is referred as Dynamic
Stability, also called Small Signal Stability [12]. Steady State
Stability is a function of only an operating point whereas,
Transient Stability is a function of both initial condition and the
State when a disturbance occurs [13].
Load is increasing day by day, but the generation and
transmission system is old. To resolve this issue of
overburdened transmission line and increasing load, increasing
power generation and up gradation of transmission lines may
be useful, but both methods are not informal and beneficial
[15]. One important part that should be integrated during the
electric power system’s design is Transient Stability analysis.
Transient Stability is the ability of the system to maintain
synchronism when subjected to transient disturbance(s) [16].
Transient disturbances/faults in a power system occur due to
following reasons:
• Large excursion of generator rotor angle
• Loss of load
• Loss of generator
• Short circuit fault on transmission line
• Large change in load
• Loss of transmission network from the system [17]
Transient analysis of the IEEE 9 bus system was studied in
[16], where the settling of the generator’s response is shown to
be very short which is not practical. Moreover there is no
information of fault’s location in the response of generator’s
rotor angle and one cannot judge the location of fault by merely
seeing the response of the respective generator.
MATLAB/Simulink was used for the analysis of the IEEE 9
bus system, where transfer function blocks were used for the
formulation of the system, which is a very lengthy process.
Power flow analysis of weekly meshed distribution system was
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conducted in [18], but no conclusion is drawn from the
response of the generators.
In this work, MATLAB Simpower system toolbox is used
for the formulation of the IEEE 9 bus system providing block
representation of non-linear systems instead of the lengthy
coding or transfer function.
II.

METHODOLOGY

The IEEE-9 bus system model was developed using
MATLAB Simpower toolbox and load flow analysis of the
developed system was carried out. The system was tested under
normal and abnormal operating conditions. The developed
system was investigated/tested for deviations in rotor angle,
speed, and terminal voltages of three generators with different
locations of fault.
A. Mathematical Equations of the Developed System
Under normal operating condition, the relative position of
rotor axis and the resultant magnetic is fi and the difference
between them is zero. The angle between these two is called
power angle or torque angle θm [19]. When a machine is
subjected to a disturbance, the power angle is created and has
positive or negative value and the rotor will accelerate or
decelerate with respect to synchronously rotating air gap MMF
[20]. In order to describe this phenomenon, swing equation is
used. Its graph between Pe and δ is elaborated in [22]. If τe is
the electrical output in the form of torque and τm is the
mechanical input torque, then during normal operation, the
difference between them is zero, i.e τe=τm. When the
disturbance occurs, a difference is created between them and is
denoted by τa. Swing equation can be written as in [17]:
J0

d 2 θm
= τa = τe − τ m (1)
dt 2

where J0 is the total moment of inertia in kg/m2, θ m is the
angular displacement of rotor with respect to a stationary axis
in mechanical radians, τa is the accelerating torque in N/m.
If θ m is rotating with respect to synchronously revolving
frame then it can be written as:

θm = ωsm t + δm (2)
where ωsm is the synchronous speed of the machine in
mechanical radians per sec and δm is the angular displacement
of the rotor in mechanical radians from the synchronously
rotating reference axis. Electrical torque τe can be converted
into electrical power by multiplying with ω and swing equation
can be written as:
2H d 2 δ m
= Pa (p .u ) = Pe ( p.u ) − Pm( p.u ) (3)
ωe dt 2

where H is the inertia constant which is the ratio between the
stored kinetic energy in mega Joules at synchronous speed and
machine rating in MVA.
Electrical power transfer from one point to another is can
be written as:
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Pe = Pmax sin(δm ) (4)
where Pmax is the maximum power output in Watts.
Graphically, we can represent swing equation (swing
curve). We can write a swing equation for our test system
which is the IEEE 9 bus system. The generalized form of the
multi machine swing equation can be written as [22]:

H d 2 δi
= Pmi −
πf 0 dt 2

m

∑E

'
i

E'j Yij Cos(θij − δi − δ j )

j=1

(5)

= Pmi − Pei
where E i' is the internal voltage of generators, E 'j is the voltage
behind transient reactance, δi is the angle of Ei' with respect to
E 'j and δj is the angle of E'j . Yij is the Ybus matrix of the system.
After the fault is cleared, the system returns to a new
operating point and the new rotor angle at new operation point
is written as [23]:
δ '0 = sin

Pm
Pmax

(6)

B. Test System
A single line diagram of the IEEE 9 bus system can be seen
in [16]. The test system is developed using MATLAB
Simpower system toolbox as shown in Figure 1. IEEE 9 bus
system has standard parameters like bus voltages, angle, active
and reactive power at all 9 buses. There are three generator
buses 1, 2 and 3 and three load buses 5, 6 and 8. Generator 1,
which is larger in size, is connected to slack/swing bus and
generators 2 and 3 are connected to the PV bus. The three
generators are producing 567MVA and the total load is 321.
C. Load Flow Analysis
Load flow analysis is necessary in order to investigate the
transient stability of any system [24]. It is also necessary to
determine pre-fault conditions like voltage, its angle, active
power, reactive power, and other variables being specified on
every bus in the system [25]. The practical method of load flow
study is the Newton Raphson Method [26]. In planning stages,
power flow study is very important for new networks and
additions to an existing network for in order to meet the
increasing load demand. Load flow of the developed system is
carried out so that system should not operate close to their
voltage static stability [27-28].
TABLE I.

BUS CLASSIFICATION [16]

Bus No.
Bus Type
1
Slack/Swing Bus
2
PV Bus
3
PV Bus
4
Transformer
5
Load (B) Bus
6
Load (C) Bus
7
Transformer
8
Load (A) Bus
9
Transformer
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III.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tables I-II show the load flow analysis of the IEEE 9 bus
system for predetermined values of voltage, phase, and active
and reactive powers. Bus 1 is a slack/swing bus, because
generator 1 is the largest generator with a capacity of 247MW.
Buses 2 and 3 are PV buses because we are required to know
the active and reactive power supplied by the respective
generators. After load flow analysis, voltage at each bus, their
angles, active and reactive power are shown in Table II.
Specification of fault can be seen in Table III. All simulations
are completed in MATLAB Simpower system toolbox, which
is very informal to use because it contains block diagram
representation of non-linear components. In order to study
transient stability, a three phase fault is introduced at different
locations and the response is observed. Three phase balanced
fault occurred at 5s and was cleared at 5.08s. Fault clearing
time was 0.08s and after that, the system was stable. With
different locations of fault, rotor angle, speed and terminal
voltages of three generators were investigated. When there was
no fault at any bus as shown in Figures 2-4, the rotor angle
deviated first to a point -90 o for generator 1, -30o for generator
2 and -35 o for generator 3. After that, the response was smooth

Fig. 1.
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and no deviation was observed until the end and the system
remained stable. Generator’s terminal voltage (VT) was at 1
p.u. when the system was stable.
TABLE II.
Bus No. Voltage (p.u.)
1
1.0400
2
1.0250
3
1.0250
4
1.0261
5
0.9962
6
1.0131
7
1.0259
8
1.0160
9
1.0324

TABLE III.

LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS

VAngle (o)
0.00
9.17
4.56
27.77
26.00
26.30
33.63
30.63
31.87

P (MW) Q (Mvar)
72.19
26.80
163.00
6.69
85.00
-10.78
0.00
0.00
125.00
50.00
90.00
30.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
35.00
0.00
0.00

FAULT SPECIFICATIONS

Components
Value
Fault Resistance (Ohm)
5
Ground Resistance (Ohm) 0.001
Snubber Resistance (Ohm) 1×10 6
Snubber Capacitance (Farad) Inf

Simulation diagram of the test system

A. Response of Generators without Fault
The response of deviation in rotor angle, speed and the
terminal voltages of all generators without fault are shown in
Figures 2-4.
B. Fault at Bus 1 (Swing Bus)
The response of deviation in rotor angle, speed, and
terminal voltages of all generators with fault at bus 1 are shown
in Figures 5-7.
C. Fault at Generator 2 (PV Bus 1)
The response of deviation in rotor angle, speed, and
www.etasr.com
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terminal voltages of all generators with fault at bus 3 are shown
in Figures 8-10.
D. Fault at Generator 3 (PV Bus 2)
The response of deviation in rotor angle, speed, and
terminal voltages of all generators with fault at bus 3 are shown
in Figures 11-13.
E. Fault between Buses 5 and 7
The response of deviation in rotor angle, speed, and
terminal voltages of all generators with fault between buses 5
and 7 are shown in Figures 14-16.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Deviation in rotor angle without fault

Generator speed of generators without fault

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Terminal voltage without fault

Deviation in rotor angle with fault at bus 1

Fig. 6.
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Rotor speed with fault at bus 1
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Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Terminal voltage with fault at bus 1

Deviation in rotor angle with fault at bus 2

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.
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Rotor speed with fault at bus 2

Terminal voltage with fault at bus 2

Deviation in rotor angle with fault at bus 3
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Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Rotor speed with fault at bus 3

Terminal voltage with fault at bus 3
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When a three phase fault is introduced at bus 1 or generator
1, distortion in the response of all generators can be seen in
Figures 5-7. At first the rotor angle is at equilibrium point, but
when fault occurred, oscillations were formed and after some
time, they were damped out and vanished. A characteristic
double hump can be easily observed in the rotor angle of
generator 1. Because fault is nearest to the generator 1, a
double hump was introduced in response of generator 1. In
Figures 6 and 7, generator’s speed and terminal voltage is
exhibited. The largest distortion can be seen in the response of
generator 1, because the fault is nearest to generator 1.
Generators 2 and 3 are less effective, because they are far away
from the location of the fault.
When a three phase fault was introduced at buses 2 and 3,
the response can be seen in Figures 8 and 11. It is observed
that, after the fault is cleared, the system takes its own time to
return to a new equilibrium point. In our case, after the
clearance of fault, the system takes 16s to return to a new
equilibrium point. Transient stability analysis of IEEE 9 bus
system is done in [12] but nothing can be concluded from the
response of generators. In this work, the location of fault can be
predicted by looking at the response of the generator, because
fault prediction in a large power system is difficult. Sensitive
components cannot bear too much time of oscillations, that’s
why this settling time can be decreased by using FACT devices
like DSTACOM, power system stabilizers, etc. [29-31].
The response of introducing fault was between buses 5 and
7 is shown in Figures 14-16. In this case, because the fault
occurred between generators 2 and 3, oscillations and
characteristic hump were noted in the response of generators 2
and 3, but more oscillations can be observed in the response of
generator 1, because it is nearer to the location of the fault than
generator 2.

Fig. 14.

Deviation in rotor angle with fault between bus 5 and 7

Fig. 15.

Rotor speed with fault between bus 5 and 7

IV. CONCLUSION
A complete model for transient stability of a 9 bus IEEE
system with 3 generators was developed and tested using
Matlab/Simulink Simpower system toolbox. The behavior of a
three phase balanced fault with different locations was
investigated. It is concluded that, the system takes some time to
stabilize, i.e. it reaches a peak value and after that it decays to
its final or steady state value. A three phase fault was
introduced at 5s, and the system took some time to get stable. It
was also determined that fault location is also important in
order to analyze the stability of the system. Fault location can
be deduced by looking at the response of the generator. Further,
fault clearing time must be very short. In order to reduce
settling time, FACT devices like power system stabilizers,
dynamic voltage restorer (DVR), DSTATCOM, etc. can be
used to increase the stability of the system and reduce the
system’s settling time preventing damage to sensitive
equipment.
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